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Dan BROWN - From DA VINCI CODE to INFERNO 
Completing the release FRANCE of INFERNO

PARIS - HOLLYWOOD - LOS ANGELES, 29.10.2016, 10:32 Time

USPA NEWS - As the American mystery thriller film directed by Ron Howard 'INFERNO' will be released in FRANCE on November 9,
2016, two books from Dan BROWN, the creator of the Robert Langdon film series, are published : DA VINCI CODE and INFERNO. by
JC Lattès Editions....

As the American mystery thriller film directed by Ron Howard 'INFERNO' will be released in FRANCE on November 9, 2016, two
books from Dan BROWN, the creator of the Robert Langdon film series, are published : DA VINCI CODE and INFERNO. by JC Lattès
Editions. Dan Brown's novels are treasure hunts set in a 24-hour period and feature the recurring themes of cryptography, keys,
symbols, codes, and conspiracy theories. His books have been translated into 52 languages and three of them, Angels & Demons
(2000), The Da Vinci Code (2003), and Inferno (2013), have been adapted into films.

Dan Brown's novels that feature the lead character Robert Langdon also include historical themes and Christianity as motifs. It is said
that Dan Brown's interest in secrets and puzzles stems from their presence in his household as a child, where codes and ciphers were
the linchpin tying together the mathematics, music, and languages in which his parents worked.

'THE DA VINCI CODE' : 'While in Paris on business, Harvard symbologist Robert Langdon receives an urgent late-night phone call :
the elderly curator of the Louvre has been murdered inside the museum. Near the body, police have found a baffling cipher. Solving
the enigmatic riddle, Langdon is stunned to discover it leads to a trail of clues hidden in the works of da Vinci“¦

'INFERNO' : Professor Robert Langdon awakens in a hospital room in Florence, with no memory of what has transpired over the last
few days, but being plagued with visions of a scorched Earth. Dr. Sienna Brooks reveals that he is suffering from amnesia as a result
of a bullet wound to the head & goes with him using clues from Dante´s epic poem & various works of art to track down a deadly virus.
In fact, biotech billionaire Bertrand Zobrist has become obsessed with humanity´s imminent demise through overpopulation, so he has
created a huge poison-bomb which will cull 50% of people. He hides it before topping himself and he´s left a trail of clues....
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